INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a number of procedures for finding confidence intervals for discrete event simulations.
The procedures listed are revisions and convenience extensions of those in Matejcik and Nelson (1993) .
Each of the procedures (except the sphericity procedure) are written so that the repetitive calculations may be done with spreadsheet functions. These repetitive calculations may be done using average commands for z, d, and dij; using standard deuiation commands for S( ); and copying cells of the form "=b3-c3" down columns for dij,t. SO, these procedures are convenient for many users, and the ease of computation may comfort potential users. Also, comments and advice are included in the procedures to aid in understanding and implementation.
Each of the multi-system interval procedures is robust to unequal variances between systems and exploits common random numbers to achieve more narrow confidence intervals. Also, the multi-systems confidence intervals exploit HSU'S (1984) Multiple Comparison with Best (MCB) interval scheme to obtain better inferences. Generate nl independent sample observations X; from the system simulation model.
Compute the common summary statistics:
Compute a first-stage half width.
Here t is the usual tabled Student's t value.
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If hl is sufficiently small assign h = hl, and proceed to the last step, forming the confidence intervals. Otherwise, go to the next step.
Select a target value h < hl, which would provide a sufficiently small value of h.
Compute the total required sample size N and second stage sample size nz.
n2=N-nl
Although not strictly necessary at this point, it is wise to consider the run time required to generate nz independent sample observations. If the run time is too long, go back to the previous step and select a larger value of h.
Generate nz independent sample observations Xi from the system simulation model.
Recompute z using the total sample.
Finally, form the confidence interval:
l-a~Pr{i-h<p<Z+ h}.
above procedure has advantages over the common procedure. The above procedure is conservative (probability statement for the confidence interval can be proven correct when the observations Xi are normally distributed), and the common procedure is only approximately correct. Secondly, this procedure will terminate in twc-stages, while the common procedure may take more stages. Also the common and the above procedures have the same first and second stage sample sizes. And, finally the above procedure requires that only one standard deviation be computed, while the common procedure requires at least two be computed.
PAIRED-T INTERVAL PROCEDURES
Paired-t procedure provide interval estimates for the difference of two means px -pY, when obtaining samples of X and Y using common random numbers. If the confidence interval excludes zero, we may determine with probability 1 -a which mean is larger. One-stage paired-t procedure 1.
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Choose a Confidence Level 1 -a.
Generate Xl, X2, . . ..Xn. and Y1, Y2, . . ..Yn using common random numbers across systems.
Compute d~=Xz-~for alli=l,2, . . ..n.
Compute the "half width".
Here t is the usual tabled Student's tice, the subscript 1 -a is indeed t value. Nocorrect; our unbalanced intervals allow us to use a smaller t value than the common procedures.
Finally, form the confidence interval: 8.
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Compute the first stage "half width".
If hl is sufficiently small assign h = hl, and proceed to the last step, forming the confidence intervals.
Otherwise, go to the next step. Note, we must not compare the means of the systems in judging if hl is sufficiently small.
N=IN+x(; )2]+,
Although not strictly necessary at this point, it would be wise to consider the run time required to generate n2 independent sample observations.
If the run time is too long, go back to the previous step and select a larger value of h. Generate Xn,+l, Xn,+2,., XN, and Ynl+l, Yn, +2, . . . . YN using common random numbers across systems.
Compute di = Xi -x for all i = nl + l,nl + 2,..., N.
Recompute i using the total sample.
N di d=~x i
With both of the above procedures if the confidence interval excludes zero, we may determine with probability 1 -a which mean of the two means is larger.
4
K SYSTEM PAIRED PROCEDURES Extending the paired-t procedure to more than two systems can be done by the all pairwise procedure as shown in Law and Kelton (1991 Clark and Yang (1986) . MCB provides interval estimates of~i -maxj#~pj for i = 1, 2, . . . . k, when we desire to select the largest system. If system i is the largest pi -maxj#i~j > 0 and if system i is not the largest vi -maxj #i pj < 0. Similarly, if we find confidence intervals for pi -maxj #i pj covering only positive numbers we may declare system i the largest with the same confidence level with which we formed the intervals. Also, if we find confidence intervals for pi -maxj~i pj covering only negative numbers we may reject system i from consideration as being the largest with the same confidence level with which we formed the intervals. Analogous reasoning allows to make similar statements when seeking the smallest system and using Pi -minj#ipj for i = 1,2, . ..)k.
One-stage k system procedure 1.
2.
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Choose a Confidence Level 1 -a. Table 4 in Hochberg and Tamhane (1987) .
Two stage large k sample procedure 1.
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